Rounded Top piece (bottom view)
Shown is the cross section of the whole piece. Here both inner and outer chamfer cuts are shown.
Rounded Top piece (right side view)
Top piece is composed of 5 layers of 3/4" MDF of the same shape.
Front layer has chamfer cuts in both the inner and outer edges (outer chamfer shown here).
Control Panel - Middle and Top pieces (rear view)
Control Panel Sides (Right side piece)
Left side piece is the same but flipped horizontally

No need for this angle, flush to 90 degrees.
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Front view

28.5 degrees
TV Stand - Side Panels
dimensions and brace positions shown
Side Panel front angle view (footing shown)
A side panel is composed of two layers of 3/4" MDF with chamfer cuts on all front facing edges except for this footing edge.
The top edge of the Top Brace should align level with this point on the Side Panel.

The bottom edge of the Bottom Brace should align level to this point in the Side Panel.

Bottom Brace

Top Brace

Rear Brace (TV Mount)

The Rear Brace’s bottom edge sits in this corner.